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On December 9th, we had an online event where we had
WAFCAT visit… in Nakhon Ratchasima .They have
physical disabilities due to cerebral palsy. The little
brother, is going to apply for the first grade in elementary
school and WAFCAT will collaborate with a special
education center to train him for independent living. The
older brother,, has a severe cerebral palsy. We provided
him with a reclining wheelchair after checking up on his
physical conditions and health. We are going to support
him with an accessible bathroom. We had an opportunity
to know their situations there and what

thinks about the

support.

Voice of a student who took part in it
We cannot visit Thailand directly, so
freshmen and other members who
have not been there had a nice
opportunity to get a sense of the
situations there. We all had a chance
to think about what we could do.

Who is WAP-TIES?

WAP-TIES is an international cooperation group organized by students from
Wakayama University. They go to Thailand every year in cooperation with WAFCAT to
support disabled children there.

On November 19th, we held a training program for wheelchair providers at the Bina Kusuma Foundation
located in the city of Serang in Banten. Five physically disabled people took part in it and learned how to
assess wheelchairs that fit them and adjust ones. Later, the participants actually assessed wheelchairs for
new clients and shared a video of them doing it and got some advice from WAFCAT staff. This way, local
network has been strengthened. Also, a similar program was held in Indramayu in Java and 2 people
participated.
In Indonesia, we provided 127 wheelchairs by November and did a wheelchair provider training for 5 people.
We are expanding our support to areas we had not worked in until last year such as Serang and Indramayu.

＼Check out our Youtube video!★／
On November 24th, WAFCAI provided wheelchair service
to 5 disabled children at Rumah Cerebral Palsy, which is an
organization located in the southern part of Jakarta. Also,
they gave Covid-19 relief boxes to 15 families with disabled
children including the five children (daily goods, sanitary
goods).

Each of them works for us with unique interests.

I spent three years of my junior high school

I found this organization when I was looking

years in Bangkok because of my father’s job.

for volunteer work. I was in the boat club in

When I went to the beach, I saw not only

college and wanted to do volunteer work after

adults, but also little children selling

I retire from it. I’m glad that I am part of the

souvenirs to tourists. I was very shocked and

field on “wheelchairs”, which I had never been

thought what I could do. Right after I got into

a part of before. Now that I’m happy I

college, I went to the volunteer center and

mustered up my courage to apply for it. Even

they introduced me to WAFCA. I want to

though I’m not going to be able to work with it

support people in Thailand through the

for long, I would like to absorb new knowledge

activities in the organization.

and contribute to people.

I started to work as an intern here in
November. I am interested in accessibility for
I am an online intern from Oita. After a short

disabled

people.

I

encountered

this

program in Vietnam and study abroad in

organization when I was looking for an

Indonesia, I decided I wanted to work for the

NGO/NPO that contributed to accessibility

education

employment/work

from the physical aspect first. I am a

support for disabled people in Asia. I was

wheelchair user myself. I find very interesting

searching information and the homepage of

the contributions it makes to support physical

WAFCA

mainly

accessibility for disabled children in developing

translate Indonesian into Japanese and make

countries. I’m looking forward to what I will

the maps of Indonesia as an intern.

learn from this experience.

support

caught

my

and

attention.

I

Eight wheelchairs were donated by the Masaoka Charity on December 3rd, which is the
International Day of People with Disabilities and happens to be the birthday of Isao Masaoka, who
is the first director of WAFCAT. The charity was established in 2015 by his will. This year, the
organization donated 318,000 yen for us. The donation is managed in the bank account in Thailand
and we present wheelchairs to disabled children every December.

Nissin Medical Instrument CO, LTD. donated 163
wheelchairs for us on December 26th. We are going to
do maintenance of them and send them to Indonesia
and sell them in the Wheelchair Hospital. With the
help of volunteer workers, we were able to carry them
all the way to WAFCA. Thank you very much.

With Ayano Nonoyama and Marin Ono as the leaders, we are going to carry
out a project where we create a picture book on “mental barrier-free.” Our
picture books will be sent to kindergartens, preschools, elementary schools in
Aichi, 50 places in total. We are going to start crowdfunding for the expenses of
making 50 picture books and mail fees at the end of January. We are looking
forward to your support.
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